
IAhahui Malama i ka Lokahi
P.O. Box 720

Kailua, HI 96734

June 20, 2014

Aloha Kakou,

Re: Ahahui Malama I Ka Lokahi Response to the Kawainui - Hamakua Complex Master Plan
Draft, May 2014

We, Ahahui Malama I ka Lokahi, are in full support ofthe May 2014 Draft. However, before I
introduce myself and our hui and delve into the details ofthe Plan there is something of great
importance that I must share with the reader. This is significant information that the citizens of
our Ahupua'a Kailua, of Moku 0 Kakuhihewa (Oahu associated with our most famous ali'i) must
understa nd:

The DLNRjDOFAW and Helber Hastert & Fee Planners made an intentional effort to
provide seats at the planning table for representatives of the Kanaka Maoli culture and
practitioner groups of Kailua and Kawainui. For the first time since the planning effort
started circa 1992 WE had a place and a collective voice at the table. This is
unprecedented; this must be properly understood. Our voice was heard and our mana'o
is now reflected in the May 2014 Draft.

I am Lehuakona Isaacs, President of Ahahui Malama I ka Lokahi. We have a curatorship
agreement with State Parks for Na Pohaku 0 Hauwahine and we have a co-curatorship
agreement with State Parks at Ulupo Heiau where we share kuleana with the Kailua Hawaiian
Civic Club. We have been actively restoring damaged lands (invasive species, junk cars, rubbish,
and absence of native plants) in and around Kawainui since the early 90s. At Na Pohaku we have
restored a native lowland forest. The five layers of a forest now exist starting with the high
canopy. We have planted approximately 84 species of native varieties. Where once koa haole
and java plum dominated the landscape they have been replaced by the kinolau of the akua
deities. Kane, Lono, Kanaloa and Ku have returned, the land is clean, healthy and vibrant. We
envision doing the same at all areas along the shores of Kawainui and mauka as well.

As recent as 2002, the area below Ulupo Heiau was filled with invasive, non-native shrubbery.
Today this same area is filled with thriving, spring-fed lo'i and mala (garden) where field taro is
grown. Native plants flourish in this area by the hands ofthe kanaka, the human being.

We achieved this through hard work, blood, sweat and many tears. We lead the effort however
but we could not have made the progress that we have had without our communities. Our
volunteers come from all over: Kailua residents and beyond, schools, clubs, Boy Scouts, Marines,
Cultural Practitioners, universities, repeat visits from groups around the earth. You could



describe our group as walkers and not talkers. By our own nature we are not rude, boisterous or
an attacking type of people. However, we are indeed driven. We see no end to this work. Why?
Because we have deep aloha for the lands of our ancestors; we travel in the footsteps of our
ancestors whenever we enter Kawainui. This is a place where our kupuna thrived. The evidence
is around us: village sites, ancient walls, astrological alignments, wahi pana, lo'i, loko 'ia (fish
pond) and more. We are the caretakers and protectors of the all known cultural sites in our
areas.

Kawainui is of such great importance. Today we use Kawainui to teach science, culture,
ahupua'a resource management and land restoration. Education is key in preparing people to
malama 'aina for today and tomorrow. To heal the 'aina is to heal ourselves. Our kupuna were
masterful and resourceful and through their spiritual presence they are our teachers today. I ka
wa mamua, ka wa mahope. An explanation for this olelo noeau would be: Every step forward is
guided by our past. We exist, we breathe, we labor, we envision, we teach our children and we
are always pointed in the right direction by the wisdom of our ancestors. There are many who
are not Hawaiian that are also guided by similar words provided by their wise ancestors

To facilitate our continuous malama 'aina work we have asked the State to provide for safe
parking for our volunteers. If you drive by Na Pohaku on a weekend you will see many cars
tucked into small spaces; we have had some close calls with road traffic. It can be an unsafe
condition and the smartest thing to do is to move the cars a safe distance from the road. We
have asked for many, many years for safe parking. Finally, the State responded by providing safe
parking with several parking areas that are away from the road. We also expressed a concern for
safe parking for school buses and requested bus parking. At a particular meeting we were told
by DOFAW and HHF of the concern that these areas could be used by tour buses. We suggested
that all bus parking areas be blocked with a chain and padlock. They would be opened by
appointment based on prearranged visiting times with the schools. We believe that this is a
reasonable response to the concern for tour buses while at the same time providing safe parking
for our volunteers and children.

We envision that our volunteers will park in these areas and utilize the boardwalk to get to the
areas of restoration. They would be led by an Ahahui member. Small tools would be carried by
the volunteers while larger tools and equipment would be transported from the tool storage
facility, in a single vehicle, to the restoration site. Safe parking and safe passage must be assured
for children, families, students and individuals who come to work at Kawainui. Utilizing the
parking areas and board walk will help mitigate the use of carbon-producing vehicles during the
performance of our work.

Ahahui and our partners secured a grant to generate digitized conceptual drawings that
reflected our vision. We met with HHF and provided these drawings. The kauhale structures
shown on map 4-29 of the Draft are placed there after numerous meetings and discussion with
HHF and all of our partners as we described the use ofthe site to promote cultural practice,
education, to grow food, to grow native plants needed for the Kawainui restoration, to grow
craft plants, for Halau to practice and perform, to teach wood carving and pahu making, to
teach farming, to teach traditional and modern sustainable practices as applied to our structures
and the land, to house the fortunate non-profit that would receive a long term lease. Our long
term vision is to restore part of Kawainui to a fully functioning loko i'a (fishpond). You can read
the summary of our discussion on page 4-28 as we describe the uses ofthe Cultural and



Environmental Center. We describe it as a peaceful place of spiritual, cultural and environmental
wellbeing. This is how we see it.

Our plans at Ulupo Heiau reflect a mutual effort between Ahahui Malama I ka Lokahi and our co-
curator, the Kailua Hawaiian Civic Club and State Parks. On page 4-43 you can see two hale
planned for that area. The first is a plant nursery for the purpose of raising native plants for
restoration purposes and the other is a small, traditional hale that will be used for cultural and
interpretive gatherings. The long term vision is to restore the heiau structure. For now we focus
on restoration of the cultural landscape. On page 4-42 you can read about Ulupo and our
intentions at that wahi pana.

In addition we are fully supportive of Hika'alani, the cultural center envisioned by our partner,
Halau Mohala lIima. Kihei and Mapuana De Silva have been in Kailua teaching hula and
conducting research for over 40 years. They have earned their place at Wai'auia and it's long
overdue. You can read the vison on page 4-46 and see the location on 4-47. We also support the
canoe paddlers whose hale wa'a is shown on page 4-25. We are supportive of the DOFAW
Marsh Vegetation Processing Area, 4-29 with details on 4-31. Trees are maturing and spreading
in the central part of the marsh. They must be removed and this Processing Area is central to
that activity.

Perform due diligence and read the details in the planning document. Please read the DRAFT.
You will see that this is an Environmental and Cultural Restoration Plan with a strong
educational component. The vision to restore the health of Kawainui is a monumental task. It's
generational work. Our collective vision is to continue our good work and to be supported by
the community in this effort. We need the resources to accomplish this vision; this plan provides
some ofthose resources. And a permanent cultural presence will bring a new vitality to these
kupuna lands.

We have never envisioned or planned any tourist attractions. Our intentions are po no for
Kawainui: Our Actions over the last 20+ years speak louder than our words. There is hysteria
running through our ahupua'a: One voice states a distorted view then another picks it up and
distorts it even more and so on and so on. Our, and the Plan's vision has always been for our
Hawaiian community, the community of Kailua and primarily the health and restoration of
Kawainui. Yet false claims continue. Read the Plan!

I will credit those who are opposed to the plan who have made an effort to talk to us, the
Cultural Practitioner groups. I respect their opinions and I am willing to debate the merits ofthe
plan. We sit, listen to their strong feelings and engage in meaningful discussion. There are
reasonable people amongst the opposition. However, there is a strident, loud, mean-spirited
group of people who twist and turn what we say. We are accused of creating Disney-like
structures with the sale intention of attracting tourist and making money. It doesn't matter
what we say. So I appeal to the thousands who have come to our volunteer workdays to support
our efforts and vision. You know our true intentions because you have been there with us, side-
by-side and helped us transform Kawainui and begin to restore its health.

DLNR, DOFAW, State Parks and the planners (and all oftheir dedicated hardworking people)
deserve a mahalo a nui loa for enduring the disrespect and insults from members ofthe
community and certain politicians while all the time using their limited resources to malama
Kawainui over many years. If not for them we would not have been able to restore the acres of



land at Na Pohaku 0 Hauwahine, Ulupo Heiau and other smaller areas along the shores of
Kawainui.

We cultural practitioners of Kawainui are deserving of a permanent cultural presence in our
ancestral lands. As diverse as our volunteer base is, as diverse as our Board of Directors is, as
diverse as our membership is, we welcome all. We always have. Now we need your support.

Aloha 'Aina 'Oia'i'o,

I-e.~ ~~o-W
Lehuakona Isaacs
President
Ahahui Malama I ka Lokahi

Cc: AML Board Waimea Williams
Ric Guinther WCCC Warden
Kailua Neighborhood Board Kamehameha Schools, Office ofthe President
Sen. Jill Tokuda Halau Mohala lIima, Mapuana de Siva
Sen. Laura Thielen A'le'le, Kalani Ka'anaana
Rep. Cynthia Thielen Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Kamana'o Crabbe
City Council Association of Hawaiian Civic Clubs
DLNR, Bill Aila Kailua Hawaiian Civic Club, Pohai Ryan &
DOFAW, Dave Smith Doc Burrows
State Parks, Dan Quinn Ka Lei Maile Hawaiian Civic Club, Evern Williams
HHF, Dave Curry Kini Kailua, Melody Mackenzie
Castle Foundation, Terry George Waimanalo Civic Club
Ho'olaulima, Herb Lee Kamau LLC,Alani Apio
Conservation Council of Hawaii, Marjorie Ziegler Honolulu Star-Advertiser
Kailua Chamber of Commerce Mid-Week
Ameron, Linda Goldstein Mana Magazine
Paul King KITV, Paula Akana
Hawaii Environmental, Bill Sager 'Oiwi TV
Hawaii Conservation Alliance Nature Conservancy of Hawaii
Sierra Club - Hawaii Chapter Hawaii Trail & Mountain Club

'Ahahui Malama I ka Lokahi

To practice and promote a modern native Hawaiian conservation ethic

That provides tor

A health~ Hawaiian ecos~stem nurtured b~ human communities and serving as a

model tor local and global resource management
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